
Clients looking to protect 
their UK small-cap exposure 
from IHT, on platform

For financial professionals only,  
not to be read as tax advice.

OVERVIEW

After years of diligent investing, people can often build large, 
balanced ISA portfolios that inadvertently expose their estate 
to a large inheritance tax (IHT) liability when they pass away.

However, certain companies that are quoted on the alternative 
investment market (AIM) qualify for business relief (BR).  
Investors are therefore able to shift a part of their existing 
ISA portfolio into an IHT mitigation strategy. If the  
shares are held for two years and at the point of 
death, investors will potentially reduce their IHT  
bill on their small-cap exposure without 
significantly changing the amount of risk 
naturally associated with investing in  
smaller companies.

In addition, AIM portfolios can also be  
held within an ISA tax wrapper, keeping  
or getting access to the many tax  
benefits – see details on the next page.

PRODUCT CASE STUDIES: Puma AIM ISA IHT Service

Please note: Tax reliefs depend on individuals’ 
personal circumstances, minimum holding  
periods and may be subject to change.
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THE PROBLEM
Debbie has been working with her adviser for 
many years to build a balanced portfolio that suits 
the risk profile they developed. Debbie recently 
celebrated her 75th birthday with her family, she 
has built up a sizeable nest egg over the years 
and began to worry that if anything should 
happen to her in the coming years, she may be 
leaving her loved ones with a large inheritance tax 
bill. However, she doesn’t want to move her entire 
portfolio – which she has worked extremely hard 
to build – into only smaller companies, reducing 
her diversification and increasing her risk. 

THE SOLUTION
Debbie goes in to speak to her financial adviser 
about her concerns. Her adviser comes up with  
a solution that will match her current risk  
appetite but potentially mitigate her IHT liability 
by moving her existing UK small-cap exposure 
into a BR-qualifying AIM-quoted portfolio – giving 
her peace of mind that she has reduced the IHT 
bill that she will leave to her beneficiaries. 

Her adviser also explains that she could even 
transfer her quite sizable stocks & shares ISA  
into a discretionary managed service like the 
Puma AIM ISA IHT Service without losing any 
associated tax benefits.  

BENEFITS OF  
A STOCKS AND 
SHARES ISA

HOWEVER, IT IS  
SUBJECT TO:

No dividend tax

No capital 
gains tax

No income tax

Inheritance tax

The case study scenario is for illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.
The adviser will need to consider the eligibility and timings of tax reclaim and tax liabilities depicted and the impact  

of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs are not guaranteed  
and depend on minimum holding periods , the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.

Investing through a platform enables your financial adviser to simplify the administration process 
by holding multiple investments in one place. Therefore, we’ve made the Puma AIM IHT  
available on the following wrap platforms: Ascentric, Funds Network, Standard Life and Transact.

Now you can enjoy the potential tax benefits of a BR-qualifying AIM investment without 
having to move off platform. 

Whilst ISAs are extremely tax 
efficient during the holder’s 
lifetime, upon death ISA 
balances may be subject to  
a 40% IHT liability.
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Meet Olivia, Debbie’s financial adviser

• Olivia currently manages Debbie’s portfolio on Fidelity FundsNetwork. 

• Olivia makes an assessment based on Debbie’s risk profile, attitude 
towards investing in smaller companies and her target investment 
time horizon. Given this, Olivia suggests moving Debbie’s small-cap 
exposure, currently held within her ISA, over to the Puma AIM ISA 
IHT Service. This will allow Olivia to maintain a similar level of risk for 
Debbie, while also helping her potentially mitigate some of her IHT bill.

DEBBIE’S CURRENT PORTFOILIO

EQUITIES

£200,000
Small-cap

£80,000
Amount potentially 

exempt from IHT

£200,000
Mid-cap

£200,000
Large-cap

£600,000
Equities

£300,000
Fixed Income

£100,000
Alternatives



For more information about the Puma AIM ISA Inheritance Tax Service, 
please visit www.pumainvestments.co.uk/advisors-puma-aim-isa

Risk Factors 
An investment in the Service carries risk and may not 
be suitable for all investors. Investors should refer to the 
Investment Details and Investor Agreement, copies of 
which are available on pumainvestments.co.uk. Below are 
the key risks of the Service:

Past Performance: Past performance is no indication of 
future results and share prices and their values can go down 
as well as up.

Tax Reliefs are not Guaranteed: Tax reliefs depend on 
individuals’ personal circumstances, minimum holding 
periods and may be subject to change. 

You May Lose Money: An investment in smaller companies 
is likely to be higher risk than other investments. Investors’ 
capital may be at risk and Investors may get back less than 
their original investment. 

Long-Term Investment: An investment in the Service 
should be considered a long-term investment.

Potentially Illiquid Investment: AIM stocks are largely   
small and illiquid. They are characterised by significant 
spreads and low trading volumes. It may prove difficult  for 
Investors to realise immediately or in full proceeds from  
the sale of such shares. 
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